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Galeri Zilberman is proud to present Selçuk Artut’s solo exhibition, “Data Reality”.

With an exhibition that brings together elements of sound, interactive installation, and virtual reality, Selçuk 

Artut uses the four-roomed structure of Galeri Zilberman’s second floor exhibition space in Mısır Apartmanı 

as a tool. Combining multiple media and methods of production, the exhibition experience begins with 

a visualization of “brainstorming”—a vinyl map of ideas and sources of inspiration. The artist at times 

includes the viewers in the work and at times simply confronts them with a reflected image of themselves, 

exploring the boundaries of the viewer’s experience of art. Artut shows that disorientation can be used as a 

method of communication, interrogating the functionality of art objects.  

Artut uses the random as an element in Analog Pixels through the interaction between the shape of the 

object and data in his work. The four-pieced work of simple, abstract visuality, combined with the element 

of sound traces the boundaries of the viewer’s perception. What You See is not What You See employs an 

amorphic object image that follows, shifts and plays with the viewer. 

  

Selçuk Artut (b.1976, Izmir) lives and works in Istanbul. Among the solo exhibitions he opened are: Cda-

Projects, Istanbul (2011); A/B, American Hospital Art Gallery ‘Operation Room’, Istanbul (2011). He has 

participated in numerous group exhibitions including: Soundworks, ICA London, London, England (2012); 

Isea2011, Istanbul (2011); Untitled Original, Cda-Projects, Istanbul (2011); E.V.A. Bashimi Art House Gallery, 

Salzburg, Austria (2011); Art Stage Singapore, Singapore (2011); Existrong, Cda-Projects, Istanbul (2011); 

Semaine du Cerveau, L’art a L’Hopital Exhibition, Geneva, Switzerland (2010); NewsPaperBox, File Festival, 

Sao Paolo, Brazil (2008); Not Only Possible, But Also Necessary: Optimism in the Age of Global War, 10th 

Istanbul Biennial, Istanbul (2007); Improvhelsinki, Helsinki, Finland (2007). 

For additional information, images or to request an interview, please contact Lal Bahçecioğlu, 
lal@galerizilberman.com. 

Detail: Selçuk Artut, Analog Pixels, 2014
Sculpture; Vibration motors, stainless steel sheet, electronic circuitry 

80x80x10 cm


